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(57) ABSTRACT 
A digital data recording/reproducing method includes the 
steps of: interleaving data on a PI code for each PI code of a 
208-row ECC block; and converting a short burst error into 
random errors by dispersing errors on the PI codes. Moreover, 
the digital data recording/reproducing method increases cor 
rection capability against several bytes to several tens bytes of 
errors generated at random without changing burst error cor 
rection length by performing this processing for respective PI 
codes by using interleave rules that are different as much as 
possible from one another. 
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METHOD OF RECORDING/REPRODUCING 
DIGITAL DATA AND APPARATUS FOR SAME 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of US. application Ser. 
No. 11/931,964, ?led Oct. 31, 2007 (now US. Pat. No. 7,421, 
626), Which is a continuation of US. application Ser. No. 
11/025,489 (now US. Pat. No. 7,305,606), ?led Dec. 28, 
2004, Which is a continuation of US. application Ser. No. 
09/931,996 (noW abandoned), ?led Aug. 17, 2001, Which 
claims priority from Japanese Application No. 2000-371486, 
?led Dec. 1, 2000 and Japanese Application No. 2000 
381652, ?led Dec. 11, 2000, all ofWhich are herein incorpo 
rated by reference for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an error correction tech 
nology to remove an error, in particular, to a digital data 
reproducing method, a digital data recording method, and 
apparatus using error correction by product code. In particu 
lar, the present invention relates to a data recording and repro 
ducing method, and an apparatus for performing interleave in 
byte unit to the data consisting of multiple lines. 

Although the present invention is Widely applicable to 
digital data reproducing systems and recording systems that 
perform error correction by product code, it Will be described 
here by citing a DVD data reproducing system and a data 
recording system as examples. 
A DVD (digital versatile disc) is a medium Which has about 

7 times the capacity of a CD (compact disc). As a medium that 
records data on a DVD, there are DVD-RAM, DVD-R, and 
DVD-RW. Recordable media are becoming increasingly 
more popular, as seen in the recent groWth of CD-R. 
A format of DVD-RAM Will be described beloW. In a 

present DVD, interleave is performed per roW to the data 
consisting of multiple lines. 

First, an overvieW of demodulation processing of recorded 
data on DVD-RAM Will be shoWn by using FIG. 3. The main 
data 310 that has been recorded is divided into blocks of 2048 
bytes. As shoWn in FIG. 4, each block includes 4 bytes of 
identi?cation data (ID) 401, 2 bytes of IED (ID Error Detec 
tion Code) 402 that is an ID error detecting code parity, and 6 
bytes of RSV (reservation bytes) 403 that is a reservation 
area, in addition to the main data (2048 bytes) for a data 
stream of 2060 bytes. Furthermore, 4 bytes of error detecting 
code parity (EDC) 404 is added to the end of a data stream of 
2060 bytes. The resulting 2064 bytes constitute data unit 1 
(before scramble) 304 and is organiZed into tWelve roWs of 
172 bytes per roW as shoWn in FIG. 4. Next, according to a 
scramble rule determined With the value of the ID part of the 
data unit 1, scramble processing is performed on the 2048 
bytes of the main data part 310 to produce a data unit 1 (after 
scramble) 305. Sixteen instances of these data units (after 
scramble) 1 are combined to form a data ?eld comprising 192 
roWs><172 columns bytes, e.g., (see data ?eld 306 in FIG. 5. 
Next, 16 roWs of Parity of Outer-code (PO) data are added 
(step 306) to the 192-row data ?eld to produce a 208-roW><172 
column data ?eld. Next, ten bytes of Parity of Inner-code (PI) 
is added (step 307) to each of the 208 roWs, extending each 
roW to 182 bytes, to form one ECC block. Then, a PO inter 
leave operation to interleave the sixteen roWs of PO data (182 
bytes Wide) With the original 192-row data ?eld. More spe 
ci?cally, a PO roW is added at the end of each instance of data 
unit 1 (i.e., tWelve roWs) in the 192-row data ?eld to form 
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2 
sixteen 13-roW data units 2 (step 308). After an 8/16 modu 
lation operation is performed to convert the 8-bit data to 
16-bit data, tWenty-six SYNC codes are added, per one data 
unit 2 to form sixteen data units 3 (step 309). 

Hereafter, each data unit con?guration Will be described in 
detail. 

First, 2064 bytes of data are con?gured as shoWn in FIG. 4, 
comprising 2048 bytes of main data (310), 4 bytes of identi 
?cation data (ID 401), IED (ID error Detection Code) 402 that 
is an ID error detecting code parity, 6 bytes of RSV (reserva 
tion bytes) 403 that is a reservation area, and 4 bytes of EDC 
(error Detection Code) 404. A data unit (after scramble) 1 
(305) is a data unit in Which the 2064 bytes of data are 
organiZed as tWelve roWs of 172 bytes each, Where the 2048 
bytes of main data part are scrambled. 

Sixteen data units (after scramble) 1 (306) constitute a 192 
roWs of 172 bytes each in a data ?eld 306 and are con?gured 
by combining sixteen instances of data units 1 (3 05) as shoWn 
in FIG. 5. 
An ECC block 307 is a unit of error correction processing 

in DVD and is a product code (knoWn as a cross Reed 
Solomon code). The product code is formed as folloWs. As 
shoWn in FIG. 6, an outer-code is con?gured by de?ning 
sixteen data units 1 as information data and treating each of 
172 columns as RS (208, 192, 17); thus 16 roWs of parity of 
outer-code PO 502 are added as error correction data. After 
that, an inner-code is formed by treating the resulting 208 
roWs as RS (182, 172, 11) in the same direction as the direc 
tion of a main data list and the recording direction in a DVD 
(parity of inner-code PI 501 is added as error correction data). 
A data unit 2 (308) is a data unit after the formation of the 
ECC block 307, and is a 13-roW><182 byte data unit that is 
con?gured by interleaving each of the sixteen roWs of PO 502 
among the data units as shoWn in FIG. 7. 
A data unit 3 (309) is a data train obtained by adding eight 

kinds (SYO-SY7) of synchronizing signals 801 (SYNC) at the 
head of each block at every 91 bytes of the data unit 2 as 
shoWn in FIG. 8. For example, SYO (SYNC code 0) in the 
head of the unit, SY1-SY4 cyclically inserted in the head of 
each roW, and SY5, SY6 and SY7 inserted for identi?cation of 
each roW, and performing 8/ 16 modulation converting 8-bit 
data into 16-bit data. Moreover, it is possible to identify a 
position of data, Which is reproduced, in the data unit 3 With 
the generating pattern of SYNC 801 from an addition method 
of this SYNC 801 at the time of reproduction. 

After such conversion from the data unit 1 to the data unit 
3, data modulated into a DVD is recorded With NRZI (Non 
Return to Zero) conversion being performed. 

Moreover, the list of main recorded data on the DVD does 
not change during the data format conversion process such as 
scramble, ECC encoding, and PO interleave. Hence, the list 
and sequence of recorded data on the DVD are equal to the list 
and sequence of main data. 

Therefore, the recorded data on DVD is reproduced in a 
reverse process of data processing performed in FIG. 3. 

Hereafter, conventional data processing at the time of DVD 
reproduction Will be described by using FIG. 9. 
The 8/ 16 demodulation is performed While determining a 

position in the data unit 3 (902) by using SYNC 801, and the 
data unit 2 (903) is generated. Next, the PO interleave is 
reversed (deinterleaved) While determining a position of the 
data unit 2 in an ECC block by using ID 401, and an ECC 
block 901 corresponding to the ECC block 307 before error 
correction is formed. 
The reproduction data from the DVD is susceptible to error 

from various factors. Hence, error correction to a maximum 
of 5 bytes per inner-code (normally, although each data con 
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stituting the code is expressed by “Word” or “symbol” in error 
correction, here, the data is explained by using “byte” as an 
example of a data unit) is performed in the error correction to 
inner-code having the same list as a data list recorded in the 
DVD. The correction of an error, included in each outer-code, 
to a maximum of l 6 bytes is performed, and error is removed 
by outer-code error correction. After that, error correction 
data PI 501 and PO 502 are removed from the ECC block 901, 
16 data units 1 (305) shoWn in FIG. 5 is obtained. 
The data of the data unit 1 (305) de-scrambled (3 04) and is 

restored into ID, IED, RSV and 2048 bytes of main data (303) 
again after performing the error detection processing by using 
EDC so as to verify that erroneous correction is not performed 
in the error correction processing. 

The above is the overvieW of the data signal processing at 
the recording and reproduction of a DVD. 

In the error correction processing in the reproduction of a 
DVD that is described by using FIG. 9, the error correction of 
a PI having an identical list With the one of the recorded data 
in the DVD is performed. 

The relationship of data placement on DVD and data place 
ment on ECC block is effective in vieW of making it possible 
to correct a comparatively long burst error by performing 
error correction, Which uses a result as error position infor 
mation in outer-code error correction after not letting errors, 
continuously arising as shoWn by black parts in FIG. 10C, 
dispersed, and several uncorrectable error arising in the inner 
code error correction. The vanishing correction method is an 
error correction method of performing the correction by 
determining outer-code error positions using the correction 
result of the inner-code as described in this speci?cation. 

Nevertheless, an uncorrectable error arises in plenty of 
outer-codes When short burst errors randomly arising as 
shoWn by black parts in FIG. 10A pile on in a speci?c outer 
code. Error correction is impossible for the burst error in the 
inner-code error correction, and the number of errors exceeds 
the number of correctable outer-code. (FIGS. 10B to 10D Will 
be described later.) 

Moreover, in connection With the increase of high-density 
recording data for increasing capacity, one or tWo bytes of 
error due to dust and scratches of a current DVD become a 
short burst error. Thus, the average length of time for error 
correction (byte length) increases, and it is estimated that the 
case that an uncorrectable error arises Will increase. 
As a countermeasure for these errors, there is an invention 

disclosed in JP-A-8-l25548. 
The invention disclosed in JP-A-8-l25548 is a method of 

making a burst error dispersed in the entire product code by 
rearranging the predetermined data in the product code every 
several bytes. Nevertheless, in the product code having a ratio 
of inner-code to outer-code like a DVD, there is a problem of 
not being able to secure correction capability, Which is 
equivalent to a conventional method, for a burst error over ten 
or more lines. This is because there is a case that, since the 
burst error is dispersed in the outer-code direction by per 
forming the rearrangement betWeen lines, an area of uncor 
rectable errors increases. On the other hand, the present 
invention does not let an error become dispersed in an outer 
code direction because the present invention does not rear 
range the data betWeen lines, and hence it is possible to 
maintain the ability to correct for the burst error. 

Moreover, this is different from the present invention in 
that a rearrangement range is the entire ECC block and 
arrangement rules are not changed every line. 

Other countermeasures for these errors are described in 
JP-A-3-266264 and JP-A-9-54956. These inventions are 
going to raise the tolerance for an burst error by arranging 
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4 
Words, included in code Words in the column and roW direc 
tions, so that the Words may be mutually apart equally to or 
more than predetermined distance. 

HoWever, this invention is different from the present inven 
tion in that this invention does not change arrangement rules 
every line and performs rearrangement over plural lines, and 
there is a possibility of not being able to maintain the burst 
error length. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention to provide technology 
for raising correction capability of a short burst error, Which is 
estimated to increase in future, While securing the correction 
capability, Which is equivalent to conventional technology, 
for an burst error over several tens of lines. 
Maj or means of the present invention for solving an above 

subject Will be described beloW. 
The present invention is a data recording method of record 

ing data on a record medium, and is intended to improve error 
correction capacity by rearranging data in sequence per byte 
for a data train consisting of tWo or more bytes Which consti 
tute the error correcting code for recording data on this record 
medium and recording the data on the above-described record 
medium. 

In addition, the present invention is intended to improve the 
error correction capacity by rearranging data per byte in 
sequence for parts of a data train except identi?cation infor 
mation out of the data train consisting of tWo or more bytes 
Which constitute the error correcting code for recording data 
on this record medium, and recording the data on the above 
described record medium. 

Moreover, the present invention is intended to improve the 
error correction capacity by generating error correcting code 
through adding error correction data to the data for recording 
on this record medium, rearranging data, forming this data 
train, per byte about the data train Which constitutes this error 
correcting code, demodulating the data train Which is rear 
ranged in its sequence for data per byte, and recording the 
modulated data train on the above-described record medium. 

Further, the present invention is a data reproducing method 
that reproduces the data modulated and recorded on the 
record medium. The present invention is intended to improve 
the error correction capacity by demodulating the data train 
recorded on the record medium, restoring the data train, 
Which is demodulated and rearranged according to the pre 
determined rule, to the data train in the sequence before being 
rearranged per byte for data forming the data train, correcting 
the errors that are included in the error correcting code 
restored to the data train in the sequence before being rear 
ranged, and reproducing the data Whose errors are corrected. 

Furthermore, the present invention is a data recording 
apparatus recording data on a record medium. The present 
invention is intended to improve the error correction capacity 
by the data recording apparatus Which comprises a circuit 
generating error correcting code for recording data on the 
record medium, a signal processing circuit Which rearranges 
sequence for data per byte about a data train Which consists of 
tWo or more bytes Which constitutes the error correcting code, 
and a modulation circuit Which modulates the data train 
Which are rearranged in its sequence for data per byte. 

Still further, the present invention is a data reproducing 
apparatus that reproduces data modulated and recorded on a 
record medium. The present invention is intended to improve 
error correction capacity by a data reproducing apparatus 
characterized in comprising a demodulation circuit Which 
demodulates the data train recorded on the record medium, a 












